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Abstract. Numerical simulations of gel formation using the newly developed Fluctuating
Bond Aggregation (FBA) algorithm are presented. This algorithm allows possible cluster de-

formations during aggregation by considering a tuning bond jlembihty parameter F. Three-

dimensional computer simulations show that for large F, there is a well-defined threshold value

of concentration c below which the realization of all intra-aggregate bond possibilities prevents

the formation of a gelling network. For c > c~, a true sol-gel transition occurs at a character-

istic time tg, i.e. an infinite cluster (self connected through the boundary conditions) appears.

In contrast to the diffusion limited cluster-cluster aggregation (DLCA) model, tg does not in-

crease as the box size increases. Comparison between numerical results and measurements of the

gelation time of silica gels prepared in container of various sizes suggests that gelation without

addition of catalyst (neutrally-reacted) and under base catalyzed conditions corresponds to large
and small F, respectively. Moreover, for large F values, we calculate scattering intensity curves

for FBA gels and find that they agree with experimental SANS data for neutrally-reacted silica

aerogels.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, numerical models have been introduced to explain aggregation phenomena in

polymeric and colloidal systems [1-3j and some of them appeared to be successful in modeling

both experimental sol-gel process and gel structures. For example, the diffusion limited cluster-

cluster aggregation (DLCA) model [4, 5j has been used to reproduce the temporal evolution

of the average size [6] and size distributions of aggregates [7] as well as small angle scattering

measurements during aggregation of colloidal systems [8-11]. However, some specific aspects

concerning the experimental dependence of the gelation time tg and the gel concentration cg

on the container size (where silica gels are prepared) have not yet been elucidated. The DLCA

model predicts that the gelation time tg increases [9], whereas the gel concentration cg tends

to zero [12,13] when increasing the box size.
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The DLCA model has successfully been used to reproduce small angle neutron scattering
(SANS) results on base-catalyzed silica (BCS) aerogels [13], but this model fails to reproduce

the more compact structures of neutrally-reacted silica (NRS) aerogels. Aerogels are obtained

from silica gels, the most currently investigated gelling systems, and can be prepared in different

ways and under different chemical conditions leading to various structures [14]. When silicon

alkoxydes are used, the chemical mechanisms and relative speeds of hydrolysis and condensation

reactions are strongly dependent on the catalysis and the molar ratio of water [15,16]. It is

known that in the NRS case (where non condensed particles aggregate), the sol-gel process

leads to tenuous structures [17j. Therefore, intra-aggregate motions should exist due to free-

rotations, bond angle deformations, etc. This is in contrast with the BCS case, where condensed

particles form in the very early stages of the growth process [15,16,18j. Therefore, for such

catalysis conditions, the aggregation of rigid clusters is more probable, as represented in the

DLCA model [4, 5j.
In this paper, we modify the DLCA model and allow, in addition to rigid motions of clusters,

some internal motions (cluster deformations). We use the Bond Fhct~ation method jig, 20]
which includes a bond flexibility parameter F, which can be tuned. Such a kinetic rule is

selected primarily for a sake of efficiency and it is clear that any real dynamics would proceed
differently. However, we show that this simplified representation of flexibility effects is adequate

to efficiently simulate physical properties of real systems exhibiting local restructurations. With

this method, we show that for large F values, the gel concentration cg takes a well-defined value

in the thermodynamic limit of large systems, and the gelation time tg does not depend on the

size of the numerical box, or system size. This last result is in agreement with experimental

measurements of tg as a function of the container size for NRS gels [21]. In contrast, we

measure experimentally that for BCS gels, tg increases with the container size as predicted by
the DLCA model [9,12]. For the structure of NRS aerogel, we calculate the scattering intensity
and show that the FBA model provides a good description of the SANS experimental curves.

This article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the FBA algorithm and justify
the parameter values used in our simulations. For large F, we report some results about the

criticality and the kinetics of the FBA model. In Section 3, we present numerical calculations

of the fractal dimension D of the simulated aggregates. We also show computed scattering
function curves for simulated gels at c > cg. In Section 4, we report the preparation of silica

gels and aerogels as well as the experimental methods we used. In Section 5 we compare

our numerical results with experiments and we present a discussion; we finally conclude in

Section 6. Short reports on the FBA model and the tg dependence on the container size have

been published elsewhere [21, 22j.

2. Numerical Simulations of the Gel Formation

2.I. THE MODEL. The FBA model is an extension (inclusion of aggregation) of the Bond

Fluctuation algorithm which was first introduced to describe the equilibrium kinetics of linear

polymers jig, 20]. The simulation is performed on a cubic lattice of unit length with sites,
limited to a cubic box of edge length L. Particles are assumed to be hard cubes of edge

length 2 moving by successive unit jumps on the lattice, taking care of periodic boundary
conditions (PBC) at the box edges. A bond is formed permanently as soon as two particles

try to overlap, afterwards the bond length is limited between 2 and fi, since bonding vec-

tors between particle centers are restricted to a set of 108 possibilities: [+2,0, 0], [+2, +1, 0],
j+2, +1, +11, [+2, +2, +11, [+3, 0, 0], [+3, +1, 0] land all possible permutations). The directions

[+2, +2,0] land permutations) are forbidden to avoid bond crossing [20]. As in the DLCA

model, the numerical simulation starts with a
collection of N particles randomly positioned
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in the box (avoiding overlaps). The volume fraction c is related to N by:

c=8j~j Ii)

In addition to L and N, two extra parameters are considered as compared to DLCA, the bond

flexibility F and the particle connectivity f. For F
=

0 the DLCA model (aggregation of rigid
clusters) is recovered while for F ~ cc

the motion of a cluster is due only to the random

motions of its particles. The parameter f fixes the total possible number of bonds per particle.
The procedure is the following: at each Monte Carlo step, a cluster of

n particles is selected

with a probability

Pn «

~~ )n°. (2)
+

Either this cluster is moved rigidly by one unit step in a direction chosen at random among

the six directions [+1, 0, 0] land permutations), or one of its particles is chosen at random and

moved, with probabilities Qn and 1- Qn, respectively. If the chosen motion is compatible with

the bond restrictions and hard core conditions, it is performed and the simulation proceeds to

the next iteration. In the other case, any overlapping attempt is detected and the simulation

proceeds to the next step without executing the motion. If a particle tried to overlap another

particle and if they are not saturated ii.
e. they both have less than f bonds),

a new bond is

created between them (if there are several bonding possibilities between particles, one is chosen

at random). Therefore, in this model, a new bond is formed only when one particle tries to

overlap another, as in the off-lattice DLCA model [13]. Another restriction has been added to

forbid the creation of bonds triangles. The aim of this artificial land rather technical) condition

is to prevent the formation of tetrahedra which, due to the bond restrictions, could not move

through large distances by successive jumps of single particles. The following expressions have

been chosen for Pn and Qn:

1 + Fn
~

Pn
=

~~ (
,

(3a)
~ + '~ ~a

i + F

~"
l
~Fn' ~~~~

where the sum runs over all the clusters and a is a kinetic exponent. Knowing that, only a

single particle jump is allowed per unit time, the mobility of an aggregate of n particles varies

as I In (as for linear polymers [20] ), such expressions insure a cluster mobility proportional to

n° for any F, as in DLCA. It is known [2,3] that a should be taken equal to -I ID, where

D is the cluster fractal dimension, to insure a cluster diffusivity varying as the inverse of the

radius. In all the calculations presented here we have taken o =
-0.5, in agreement with the

resulting fractal dimension D of clusters, close to 2. As a consequence of (2), the "physical"
time t is calculated by adding:

~~
~ l

/
Fn

~

~~~

i + F
'~

at each iteration. The gelation time tg is reached wheli
a "true" infinite cluster appears, I.e.

a cluster self-connected through the PBC. The simulation is stopped when a single aggregate
containing N particles is formed. In a situation in which formation of saturated clusters

prevents this, we stop the simulation after waiting a very long time ts.
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2.2. SELECTING A CONVENIENT SET OF PARAMETER VALUES. More realistic Monte Carlo

algorithms to simulate local restructurations during aggregation may run the risk of requiring

a prohibitive amount of computational time. To our knowledge, the best way to simulate this

physical phenomenon is the one we propose here. However, the advantages of the efficient bond

fluctuating method are strongly dependent on the parameter values used in the simulation.

For example, when the functionality f increases, the dynamics is slowed down due to bond

constraints. For this reason, in almost all of our 3-dimensional simulations we have used f
=

3,
which is the lowest value able to produce a

gel if
=

2 corresponds to the interesting problem
of flexible chains aggregation, which has been previously studied with a

different method [23] ).
For the other parameters (the bond flexibility F, the final time ts and the box size L),

we

have tested different values and selected those for which the main properties of our model are

recovered in a non-prohibitive computation time.

First, we examine the effect of the bond flexibility F on the number of flocs formed, I.e.

clusters with all intra-cluster bounding possibilities saturated, since all their particles already
form f bonds. For f

=
3 and L

=
60 we computed the cluster saturation probability ps for

different
c values. We point out that a good estimation of the quantity ps (which, for a single

run, is equal to I if at least one saturated floc appears in a single run, or 0 in the opposite
case) requires a large number of independent runs. The results are reported in Figures I. In

Figure la we considered ts
=

10~N and F
=

0 (open circles), 5 (black squares), 25 (open
diamonds), 125 (black triangles) and 625 (open triangles). We observe that for F > 0 and

small c values, ps is different from 0, in contrast with the DLCA case
(open circles). In this

limit, it can be concluded that the existence of "flocs" prevents the formation of a "gelling
network", since it prevents the formation of a single aggregate containing N particles. When

c is increased, ps vanishes, and then, in the limit of large c values, the possibility of forming

a gelling network is recovered. Moreover, this figure shows that the concentration threshold

value, at which ps becomes equal to 0, increases when F increases.

Figure 16 shows plots of ps versw c obtained from simulations carried out with F
=

125

and various final times: ts
=

2 x
10~N (open circles), 10~N (black triangles) and 5 x

10~N
(open diamonds). Here, we observe that at small c values the maximum of the probability

curve ps(c) increases with ts; however, the concentration threshold (where ps vanishes) is the

same in all cases. A similar scenario is observed in Figure lc, when considering ts
=

10~N, and

the box sizes L
=

60 (black triangles) and L
=

120 (open triangles). In summary, L
=

60 and

ts
=

10~N
are values that allow us to study the main properties of our model: the appearance

of "flocs" at small c values and the evidence for a concentration threshold above which a gelling
network may form.

=

To select a relevant value for F, we have computed, for L
=

60 and ts
=

10~N, the normalized

average cluster size (n) IN
as a function of the concentration

c
for different F values. The results

are reported in Figure 2a for the same parameters as in Figure la. Here we observe that for c

smaller than a gel concentration cg, the cluster flexibility prevents gel formation since a lot of

clusters appear to be saturated. For c > cg, the gelation takes place ((n) IN ~ l), I.e. all N

particles assemble to form a single cluster. Figure 2b shows how cg depends on F. Here, cg is

defined as the c-value for which (n) IN is equal to 0.5 (black circles), or to 0.8 (open circles).
For F

=
125, cg saturates at a value around 0.055. Hereafter, we will fix F

=
125, a value for

which cg begin to behave asymptotically with increasing F, and this limit will be referred as

the FBA model (or large F), while F ~ 0 will be referred as the DLCA model (or small F).

2.3. THE CONCENTRATION THRESHOLD. The above results show the existence of a critical

concentration cg. One interesting point is to test whether cg is still defined in the thermody-
namic limit of large systems. This has been investigated by observing how cg behaves when
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Fig. I. Plot of the average cluster saturation probability ps as a function of the concentration c,

for f
=

3, (a) L
=

60, ts
=

10~N and F
=

0 (open circles), 5 (black squares), 25 (open diamonds),
125 (black triangles) and 625 (open triangles). lb) L

=
60, F

=
125 and ts

=
2 x

10~N (open circles),
10~N (black triangles) and 5 x

10~N (open diamonds). (c) F
=

125, ts
=

10~N and L
=

60 (black
triangles) and L

=
120 (open triangles). These data result &om an average over 50 and 10 independent

simulations for L
=

60 and 120, respectively.
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Fig. I. (Continued).

the box size L is increased. These results are presented in Figures 3 (for similar parameters

as Fig. lc). Data corresponding to (n) IN as a function of c is reported in Figure 3a. The

transition is more abrupt for the largest box size and cg is independent on L. In fact, when L is

increased, the average size (n) IN exhibits similar behavior as the probability Pm that a given
particle belongs to an "infinite" cluster in percolation theory [24]. On the other hand, in our

simulations we observed that for c > cg, one single cluster becomes self-connected via the PBC

at a given time tg, I.e. a true infinite cluster appears. Such a criterion defines a gel better than

the one previously used in the DLCA [12,13] model. We calculated the gelation probability

pg, I.e. the probability that, at a given concentration, a cluster becomes self-connected via

PBC. The results of pg verms c are reported in Figure 3b. Once again, we observe a transition

between two regimes, which is more abrupt for the largest box size. We recall that such a

behavior is typical for systems supporting a phase transition [25].
Another interesting quantity to study is the mean radius of gyration Rg given by:

Nj

R(
=

~j(rj r~)~ (5)
~

i=1

where rj measures the position of a particle I belonging to an aggregate j and rj is the center

of mass of this aggregate. To insure a better calculation than the one usually performed for

Rg, we
extracted out of the box the cluster, taking the PBC into account. In Figure 3c we

show our
numerical results for Rg as a function of c.

As expected, the divergence observed at

cg is more
pronounced for the largest box size L(= 120). For c > cg, Rg corresponds to the

radius of gyration of the single cluster obtained at the end of the aggregation process. Hence,

it is interesting that, in this limit, Rg decreases when c increases (see Fig. 3c). We recall
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and number of runs as in Figure la. b) cg as a function of F (c~ is defined as the c-value for which,
in Fig. 2a, (n)/N is equal to 0.5 (black circles), and equal to 0.8 (open circles)).
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=
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10~N, F
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L
=

120 (open triangles) we show: a) (n) IN
versus c, b) pg versus c, and c) Rg versus c. These data

result from an average over 50 and 10 independent simulations for L
=

60 and 120, respectively.
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that the correlation length f (corresponding to the crossover from fractal behaviour on short

length scales to a uniform structure on long length scales) also decreases when c increases and

vanishes at a very high concentration [13, 26]. In fact, when calculating Rg with the gelling
system extracted out of the box, the contribution of cluster branches leads to Rg > L/2;
however, since f vanishes at a very high c value, it is expected that at high concentration, Rg
reaches the expected value L/2 for a gelling network.

The existence of a phase transition is demonstrated by the non-dependence of cg on L, since

this indicates that the critical concentration cg is well defined in the thermodynamic limit

of large systems. This is not the case with DLCA since, as mentioned above, cg tends to 0

when L increases. Fkom our FBA data, we estimate the critical gelling concentration cg to be

approximately equal to 0.055. Unfortunately, a larger precision in the measure of cg (which
could be useful in an eventually analysis and determination of critical exponents) is hard to

be obtained at the present time, because of the very large computer resources that would be

required.

2.4. TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF THE RADIUS OF GYRATION. As mentioned above, a self-

connected cluster appears at a time tg. To demonstrate clearly the existence of tg, we computed
the radius of gyration Rg at each iteration time. In Figure 4a we show a log-log plot of Rg

versw t for the selected set of parameters IL
=

60, F
=

125, f
=

3, ts
=

10~N) and different

concentrations values, c =
0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. The arrows indicate the computed

gelation time tg at which a self-connected cluster appears. For c < 0.05, tg is not reached

since no self-connected cluster appears after waiting until the final time ts
=

10~N. Note that

for c > 0.05, tg coincides with the first maxima of Rg(t) curves. As expected, these maxima

approximately correspond to Rg =
L/2, and shift towards the small t values when c increases.
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over 200, 50 and10 independent simulations for L
=

30, 60 and 120, respectively.
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Moreover, for c > cg, we conclude from these curves that our results are
indepindent of the

arbitrary choice of the parameter ts (= 10~N), since a single aggregate is obtained at a time

much smaller than ts.

In Figure 4b we show the temporal evolution of the normalized radius of gyration Rg /(L/2)
for

c =
0.2, the same parameters as in Figure 4a, and various L values: L

=
30, L

=
60 and

L
=

120. We observe that the maximum is located for each curve at the same
t( This suggests

that in contrast to the DLCA model, tg is independent on the box size in the FBA model.

In other words, tg seems to be well-defined in the thermodynamic limit of large systems (as

cg does). This last result, will be discussed in Section 5 when comparing with experiments.
But, in a recent publication [27], it has been shown that the non dependence on L of tg also

results when considering a DLCA model without PBC and with a sticking rule between clusters

different than those considered for this model. Another interesting point is illustrated by the

above figure: for t > tg, Rg decreases slowly due to a relaxation mechanism. This result is

quite original (when comparing to aggregation models of rigid clusters), since it directly relates

to the restructuring mechanism allowed in the FBA model.

2.5. DYNAMICAL SCALING OF THE CLUSTER SizE DISTRIBUTION. It is interesting to

examine the clusters size distribution, since it provides information about the evolution of

the system. We computed the number of clusters Nn(t) (excluding the largest cluster) as a

function of the size n at different times smaller than tg. Figure 5a shows the function Nn(t)
for c =

0.07 and the selected set of parameters IL
=

60, f
=

3, F
=

125). In all cases the

curves exhibit a maximum at very small cluster sizes. Again, the FBA results are in contrast

to the DLCA results, since it has been recently shown that this maximum only shows up at low

concentrations (c < cg) [28]. According to dynamical scaling assumptions [29], it is expected
that the function Nn(t) scales as [30]

Nn It)
=

No (nit)) ~~ ii j))()j 16)

where (nit)) is the average size of clusters at a time t, No is the total number of particles in

the box excluding the number contained in the largest cluster, and f(n(t) /(n(t))) is a scaling
function. We computed Nn(t) for seven different times (smaller than tg) and two different

concentrations (c
=

0.07 and c =
0.I) and find that the curves do not collapse onto a single

master curve in the manner described by equation (6). However, when (nit)) is replaced by

the weighted average:

~jnlt)~Nnlt)
Inwlt)1

=

"

~
Ii)

in equation (6), a good data collapse is obtained (see Fig. 5b). Figure 5c shows results for

the DLCA case
IF

=
0) with the same parameters as for Figure 5b. The fact that the curves

collapse only when considering the weighted average size (nw(t)) is consistent with results

reported by Lach-hab et al. for the DLCA case [28]. Using relation (6), these authors found

out that the Nn(t)
curves only collapse at low concentrations. Also, we would like to recall

that this relation has been successfully. used only in colloidal aggregation experiments at low

concentrations [30]. When comparing Figures 5b and 5c, it can be seen that the polydispersity

slightly decreases in the FBA model (compared to DLCA). This is a consequence of the kinetical

contributions related to the bonds flexibility. In fact, as demonstrated in reference [31], the

function Nn It) strongly depends on the choice of the kinetical rules.
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=
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=

60, we plot la) Nn it)
as a function of the size nit) for

c =
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=
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=
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case
(cl. These data result from

an average over 400 simulations.
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3. Some Physical Properties of the Numerical Gels

3. I. THE FRACTAL, DIMENSION. The gels obtained by cluster-cluster aggregation processes
exhibit a fractal structure. For DLCA aggregates it is known that the fractal dimension D is

equal to 1.8. For c > cg, two structure domains can be distinguished, limited by the so-called

fractal persistence length f. For distances r smaller than f the mass m of the system scales

as
r~, and for

r larger than f, m scales as
r~. In other words, for

c > cg, the simulated gels
exhibit fractal and an homogeneous structures at small and large distances, respectively [13].
The length f relates to the average size of the fractal clusters forming the numerical gel. It

has been shown that in the fractal regime, the exponent D slightly increases with c [9, 28, 32],
while the characteristic length f decreases [13].

We investigated the scaling of
m with r

(the number of particles m contained in a sphere
of radius r), and found, for c < cg (= 0.005), D

=
2 for FBA aggregates, a value larger than

the measured ID
=

1.8) for DLCA aggregates at the same concentration (see Fig. 6a). In

the FBA model, as a consequence of bond flexibility (which leads to bonds saturations), a

cluster has to explore several sticking possibilities to find available bonds on another cluster.

Therefore the efficiency of collisions is very weak as in the chemically-limited (also called

reaction-limited) cluster-cluster aggregation CLCA (RLCA) mechanism [33, 34] (in contrast

to DLCA, this model simulates aggregation with a very small sticking probability between

clusters). This explains why in FBA land also in RLCA) the aggregates are more compact
than in DLCA (DFBA > DDLCA).

In the gelation regime (c > cg), we
computed m(r) for different

c
values, and examined how

D depends on c. In contrast to the DLCA results, we were unable to obtain evidence for any

slight increase of D with c. It may be because we have only worked with concentrations up to
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convenience. These data results from an average over 50 simulations.
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c =
0.2, a value not so far from the concentration threshold cg m 0.055. The effect could also

be reduced here, since m(r) has been calculated after extracting the aggregate out of the box

(therefore~ the effective concentration becomes smaller than the initial c). Figure fib compares
the DLCA and FBA m(r) curves~ for

c =
0.065. In both cases a crossover occurs; its position

is related to f. For
r < f, we see that while D increases in the DLCA

case
(when comparing

with Fig. 6a, from 1.8 to 2), it remains almost constant ID
=

2) in the FBA case. It should be

pointed out that the mass-distance analysis is inadequate when investigating the scaling region
corresponding to very small distances [35]. Fkom images of some FBA aggregates [36], we have

evidenced that in the FBA
case the system becomes compact at very small scales, surely as a

consequence of the bond flexibility which allows a local restructuring mechanism.

3.2. THE SCATTERING FUNCTION. The scattering function S(q) (also called the structure

factor) is a useful tool for describing the structure since it mirrors the different correlation

domains of the gel Iii, 37, 38]. Here, q is the scattering wavevector given by

q =

~~
sin

~
(8)

where 9 is the scattering angle and I the wavelength of the incident beam. Analysis of S(q)
leads to the determination of two characteristic lengths, namely the average size a of the

particles and the fractal persistence length f. Three domains, corresponding to different range
of wavevectors q, can generally be distinguished. At large q (q > a~~), S(q) exhibits damped
oscillations, characteristic of short range correlations, as extensively discussed elsewhere [39].

At intermediate values of q (f~~ < q < a~~), the fractal nature of intra-cluster particle
correlations induces a power law behavior S(q)

m~

q~~', where D' is an apparent fractal

dimension of the clusters. Finally, at small q values, for q < f~~, S(q) saturates and eventually
decreases as q tends to zero.

From single scattering theory, it can be shown that S(q) is proportional to the square of

the Fourier transform of the density distribution in direct space [40, 41]; it can be therefore

calculated by

Slq)
= II

~jlPlr) flle~~.~l~) 19a)

or,

Siqi
=

~j ~ (pin)pir~i >~)
~(j)'~~ j ~'

(9b)

~~ ~~
l 2

where V
=

L3, p
=

N/~~, (...) indicates an average over the q directions, p(r)
=

I if the site

r is occupied by a particle center and p(r)
=

0 otherwise. As discussed in [13], it is essential,

when dealing with a gel, to subtract p to avoid finite size artifacts due to the box.

In Figure 7 we present numerical S(q) curves calculated for L
=

60, f
=

3, F
=

125 and

c > cg, c =
0.055, 0.065 and 0.075 (solid

curves ), and for F
=

0 and c =
0.065 (dashed curve).

We recall that q is here a dimensionless quantity which is, in fact, equal to Qa where Q is the

dimensioned wavevector and a is the size of the primary particles and, also that, S(q) has been

normalized to unity for large q. The log-log curves exhibit a qualitative shape similar to that

discussed in a previous work [13] for DLCA, I.e. a maximum at low-q, which shifts to larger

q as the concentration increases, an intermediate linear regime, and damped oscillations at

high q-values. However, the FBA curves exhibit quantitative differences than DLCA (dashed
curve) and it turns out that the absolute value of the slope in the fractal range It 2.3) is
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=

3, L
=

60, F
=

125 and three values of concentrations. For

comparison the curve corresponding to c =
0.065, F

=
0 is shown (dashed line). The curves have been

arbitrarily vertically shifted for convenience. These data results from an average over 50 simulations.

significantly larger than that for DLCA. These results are surprising, since we reported that

the fractal dimension of the aggregates forming the gel is quite similar in both cases (see
Fig. 6b). Actually, the slopes D' in S(q) are, in both cases, quite different from D lit is larger
in the FBA case, and smaller in the DLCA case).

Finally, we calculated a S(q) curve for L
=

120 and c =
0.065 (the other parameters are

the same as before) in order to test the effect of the box size, but this result is not presented

since the curve would superimpose the L
=

60 curve of Figure 7. Furthermore, we would like

to point out that as a consequence of neglecting density fluctuations in our calculations of the

scattering function, our S(q) "artificially" tends to 0 when q tends to 0. For this reason, the

behavior of S(q) at very small q values has been omitted in Figure 7.

4. Experimental Methods

4.I. THE GELS. In this section, we
describe the method that we used to test the ex-

perimental tg dependence on the container size. The gels were prepared by hydrolysis of

tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) in ethyl alcohol without adding any catalyst in the NRS case,

and with a 0.05N ammonia-water solution for BCS. We used four moles of water solution per

mole of TMOS and various amounts of alcohol. Under acid (or neutral) catalysis, hydrolysis
takes place preferably on monomers or weakly condensed species which condense preferently
with clusters [15]. The resulting gel is "polymeric-like" and has a weakly branched structure.

Inversely, under basic catalysis, hydrolysis occurs on non condensed species or hydrolyzed

monomers [15] so that dense particles are allowed to growth before they condensate to form

the gel. This leads to a so-called "particulate" or "colloidal" structure. Each gel was prepared
simultaneously in three glassy cylindric containers of diameters 10 mm, 14 mm and 32 mm.
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In order to test the effect of the container surface, some gels were also prepared in plastic
containers. All containers were then hermetically closed and the gels allowed to form either at

room temperature (BCS case) or at 40 ° C (NRS case) in order to reduce the reaction times.

The criterion to determine tg was the non-flow of the gel when the container was tilted. It

might be argued that such an experimental procedure to estimate tg, even if it is done with

the maximum of care, is quite rough and could produce systematical errors
(because tilting

the container may break the gel). However, we have used systematically the same procedure
for all TMOS concentration, and we have verified that the results were reproducible. This

method allows tg to be estimated with a relative error of Atg /tg < 10% which includes both

the difference between two successive measurements and the error on the visual determination

of the non-flow threshold. The quantity of solution put in each container was large enough so

that the volume /surface ratio was rather independent of the height h of solution. Under these

conditions, we checked that tg was independent of h in a given container.

4.2. THE AEROGEL STRUCTURES. To obtain silica aerogels, the gels are dried above the

critical conditions of the solvent (see [14] and references therein) so that the main structural

features of the gel are preserved in the aerogel. According to the catalysis conditions used for

the gel synthesis, we distinguish between BCS and NRS aerogels, respectively, which present
basically different structures [45]: BCS aerogels [42] are formed with pretty well-defined poly-
disperse colloidal silica particles while for NRS aerogels [17], particles are ill-defined and their

average size extends down to the atomic scale. Therefore, NRS aerogels are more tenuous than

BCS aerogels.
As revealed by the scattering intensity I(q) measured by Small Angle X-rays Scattering

(SAXS) or Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) experiments [13,17,42,43],
an aerogel is

made of a disordered (but homogeneous in average) array of connected fractal clusters (with

a size that is approximately equal to f). For aerogels, the scattering intensity curves land the

scattering function S(q)) exhibit a maximum at q m
f~~ at low-q values, and a fractal regime

for a~~ < q < (~~ At high q-values, in contrast to S(q), I(q) mirrors density fluctuations

associated with the particle surface, so that for smooth particles, I(q) follows the Porod law

I(q)
+~

q-~ 1441.

5. Comparison Between Simulations and Experiments

5.I. THE GELATION TIME. We first report on the experimental measurements of tg for

BCS and NRS gels. In Figure 8, tg is plotted as a function of the TMOS volume fraction # for

different container diameters 10 mm
(circles), 14 mm

(squares) and 32 mm
(diamonds). We

observe that in the NRS case (Fig. 8a), the curves are almost superimposed whereas for BCS

(Fig. 8b), the differences are clearly larger than the error bars indicating that tg increases with

the container diameter.

The numerical results for. tg, averaged over a large number of independent runs are reported

as a function of the particle volume fraction c in Figures 9. We used the FBA model with f
=

4

(in agreement with the silicon functionality) and F
=

125 (Fig. 9a) or F
=

0.5 (Fig. 9b), and

three different box sizes L
=

30 (circles), 60 (squares) and 120 (diamonds). The main result is

that while tg is almost L-independent for the large F value, it increases with L for the small

F value.

When comparing Figures 8 and 9, the qualitative agreement between experiments and sim-

ulations turns out to be extremely good if the NRS and BCS cases correspond to large and

small flexibility, respectively. The gelation time decreases with concentration in both BCS and

NRS and this is recovered in the simulation. Even if the numerical gelation times cannot be
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compared quantitatively to the experimental ones, their relative values are larger in the NRS

case compared to the BCS case in both the simulations and the experiments. Moreover, in

both simulations and experiments, tg is almost constant in the NRS case while it increases with

the box (container) size in the BCS case. Also, our finding that NRS and BCS correspond

to large and small flexibility, respectively, is in agreement with what is known on the struc-

ture of the samples [45] since, as already mentioned, the BCS aerogels are made of strongly
bonded mesoscopic silica particles and are therefore certainly much more rigid than the NRS

ones which have a tenuous and flexible polymeric structure [14,17]. We estimate that such a

nice agreement between the simulations and the experiments justifies their presentation in this

paper whatever one might think on the crudeness of the experimental procedure.

5.2. THE SCATTERING INTENSITY. To compare SANS experiments on NRS aerogels with

our simulations, we calculated I(q) for FBA aggregates. This is made possible by multiplying
the scattering function S(q) by a form factor P(q) characterizing the shape of the particles.
Here, we have calculated P(q) for

a cubic particle of size
=

2 divided in 16 x 16 x 16 sub-cells

as the Fourier transform of the sub-particle distance correlation function.

To build FBA gels, simulation were carried out with f
=

4 (for reasons given above)~
F

=
125, c =

0.065 and L
=

60. The comparison between the numerical curve (solid line) and

the experimental data for
a NRS aerogel of #

=
0.02 g/g (circle symbols, shifted vertically and
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horizontally for convenience) is presented in Figure 10. It can be seen in this figure that the

slopes in the fractal regime are quite similar. Unfortunately, in this model. the relation between

the experimental # and the numerical value of c is not straightforward. Furthermore, for the

numerical range of concentrations where a gel can be obtained it is not possible to obtain a

fractal domain as extended as that exhibited in the experiments (for which #g « 0.055). In

other words, we are not able to describe quantitatively any crossover, since in our simulations

f is only slightly larger than a, while in experiments it is usual to find up to two decades of

fractal domain ((la
m 102).

We suspect that the discrepancy between the exponent D calculated from the mass-distance

analysis and the exponent D' obtained from the slope of I(q) land S(q)) is due to the pore

size distribution, which may be larger in the FBA case than in the DLCA case, as revealed

between NRS aerogels and BCS aerogels from thermoporometry experiments [46]. Should the

slope of I(q) be affected by this? Further numerical calculations and experimental tests will

be needed in the future to elucidate this point.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we have shown that cluster deformations significantly alter the simulated gel
structures obtained by a cluster-cluster aggregation mechanism. With cluster deformations a

tr~e sol-gel transition is obtained at a concentration threshold cg. For c < cg the saturation

of all intra-cluster bounding possibilities prevents the formation of a gelling network while for

c > cg gelation occurs at a given time tg which, in contrast to the DLCA model, does not

depend on the box size. The clusters size distribution is also modified and we found evidence

that for t > tg, a relaxation mechanism induces a slight decrease of the radius of gyration with

t. Moreover, we show that the present model is relevant in several experimental situations.

We found that for NRS gels, tg does not depend on the container size, in contrast to BCS

gels. Hence, gelation under basic catalysis and without addition of catalyst corresponds to

small and large flexibility, respectively. Furthermore, there should exist a considerably larger
well defined non-zero concentration threshold cg in the NRS case than in the BCS case. But

such an experimental test will be hard to be made convincingly since BCS gels form a quasi
polymeric structure at very low TMOS concentrations [14]. Finally, we have shown that the

slope of the fractal regime for our numerical FBA I(q)
curve is in agreement with the slope of

the experimental I(q)
curve for NRS aerogels.
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